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Sample the hearty helpings at the Hungry Dutchman and the dainty morsels at the Denver Dry

Goods Tearoom to get a taste of a tradition rich with innovation, hard work, and crazy ideas.

Waitresses, chefs, owners, and suppliers bring back the restaurants of yesteryear by sharing

success stories and signature recipes. Just don't be surprised by sudden cravings for savory

cannolis from Carbones, rich Mija Pie from Baur's, egg rolls at the Lotus Room, or chile rellenos at

Casa Mayan.
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Previously a journalist for four Colorado newspapers, Robert Autobee has spent the past two

decades as a historian for state and federal agencies as well as private firms. He currently

researches and writes on topics as varied as mineral rights and architectural styles. Robert's first

published work on Denver's past, If You Stick with Barnum," is part of the Essays and Monographs

in Colorado History series published by the Colorado Historical Society.Kristen is a former

collections curator and museum administrator, who today works as a historical researcher for expert

witnesses and other litigation projects. She also continues to write on local history topics.

This book is so many different kinds of awesome. I have a fascination with the history of Denver

(lived here all my life) and my moms side of the family has been here since the early 1900's. It is

amaizng to know the different places, people and now... restaurants that used to thrive in these



buildings. My mom is especially fond of the Drumstick restaurant and still pines for their Roquefort

Cheese dressing so many years later. Thank you for writing this book... It has definitely been fun to

read it and I can't wait to show my Mom and aunts/uncles.

Was a gift! He enjoyed it!

many memories of past restaurants,

As a long-time restaurant worker (and customer) in Denver, I loved the book. It brought back some

great memories and also brought forth some very interesting historical perspective.

Thank You

A Denver metro resident for nigh on 55 years and I got to say this book covers everything from

family restaurants to high end joints. Conjures so many memories and stimulates so many

"remember the..." conversations. Well worth it. It would be great to see a LROD2. hint hint. Our

Whistles have been whet.

Not as much information on places as I expected. Felt like an "internet research" book. Too much

personal opinion & not enough history/facts. Sorry I bought it.

I found the coverage of restaurants to be very uneven; some receiving extensive coverage while

others were scarcely mentioned or ignored entirely. I've lived in Denver for 50 years and have some

real differences with the authors over their criticism or lack thereof concerning a number of

restaurants. While I realize that it is a difficult task to cover a century of eating establishments, I was

disappointed that so little attention was paid to more recent restaurants. I understand the authors

have a series of books on various topics; after reading this book, I doubt that I will be reading any

more of their publications.
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